In this work, we will introduce two methods to find the solutions of nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay. The first method is the differential transformation method (DTM) and the second method is the Elzaki transform (ET). Moreover, we will make use of a combination of these two methods. Consequently, the results tell us that this technique can be an alternative way of solving the linear and nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay.
Introduction
Differential transforms method (DTM) has been firstly used by Zhou (1986) to solve linear and nonlinear differential equations in electrical circuit analysis. In recent years, DTM has been used to solve one-dimensional planar Bratu problem, differential-difference equation, delay differential equations, differential algebraic equation, and integro-differential systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this paper,
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we combine ET [13] and DTM to solve the following nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay. A distinctive practical feature of the differential transformation method DTM is the ability to solve linear or nonlinear differential equations. In fact, the combination of DTM and ET is very efficient methods of finding the numerical and analytical solution of linear and nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay.
Elzaki transform, henceforth designated by the operator   .  , is defined by the integral equation,
be the Elzaki transforms of the derivative of   ft. Then:
Tv is Elzaki transform of the nth derivative of the function  .
ft For more detail see [13] . Here we consider the following nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay,
Where , , 0,1, 2,... i a n N i 
Differential Transform Method
Differential transform of the function   x y is defined as follows:
And the inverse differential transform of   Yk is defined as:
The main theorems of the one -dimensional differential transform are.
Theorem (2):
Note that c is a constant and n is a nonnegative integer.
Proof
See [11] .
Application of Differential Transform Method on Equation (1)
In this section we introduce some theorems in differential transform method for approximating equation (1) . (2), we have;
Theorem (7):
Then by (2), we get; 
Theorem (8):
From theorem (7), and Leibnitz, we get; And from equation (2), we get; 
Theorem (9):
Let ( ), ( ), ( ) Y k U k V k
Proof
From theorem (7), and Leibnitz, we get; 
And from equation (2), we get;
Applications
In this section we illustrate some examples to explain the presented the method. We chose examples have exact solutions.
Example 1:
In the first example, consider the following nonlinear first-order differential equation with proportional delay; 
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The standard Elzaki transformation method defines the solution () yx by the series;
Taking the inverse Elzaki transform of Eq. (5), to get;
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), to get the following recursive relation;
Where k A is the differential transform of 
. 
Example 3:
Consider the following nonlinear third-order differential equation with proportionnal delay;
With the initial conditions;
Using the same methods as in examples 1 and 2, then we get the recursive relation;
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Conclusion
In this paper, we show that the combination of differential transform method and Elzaki transform can be used to find the exact solution of nonlinear differential equations with proportional delay. Some theorems are introduced with their proofs. This method shows that the new technique is reliable and powerful.
